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Accompaniment for Hot Gay Time 

Machine – Large Print Version 

Showing in Trafalgar Studios 2 until 

January 5th 2019 

 

Welcome to this accompaniment for Hot Gay Time 

Machine which brings an air of festive camp and 

outrageous entertainment to Trafalgar Studio 2 this 

festive period. With performances Monday through to 

Thursday at 7:45pm and on Friday and Saturday at 7pm 

and 9:15pm 

Performances during Christmas on Boxing Day 

Wednesday the 26th and Wednesday January 2nd are 

also at 7pm and 9:15pm 

Please note that there will be no performance on 

December 24th, 25th and 1st of January 2019 

To book tickets you can call the Access line on 0800 

912 6971 

Touch tours are available on request subject to 

availability please ask at the box office or email 

TrafalgarManagement@trafalgarentertainment.com 

mailto:TrafalgarManagement@trafalgarentertainment.com
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Trafalgar Studio 2 is situated in Whitehall, near Charing 

Cross Train Station, Post code SW1A 2DY 

This accompaniment gives you an overview of the 

synopsis, cast, and stage design, Props, costumes, 

visual ambience, an extract from the programme, 

production credits and theatre Information. It has been 

written, performed and edited by Tim Calvert of 

Calvert Creative Concepts. 

Hot Gay Time Machine is the Brain child of Zak Ghazi-

Torbati, Toby Marlow & Lucy Moss who all have writing 

credits on the project. 

It is performed by Zak Ghazi Torbati and Toby Marlow 

and directed by Lucy Moss. 

The running time is approximately 75 minutes without 

an interval, and is suitable for those 18 years and 

over  

The promotional material for the show states that 
fresh from their sold-out, five-star run at the Edinburgh 
Fringe, join multi-award-winning duo, Zak Ghazi-
Torbati & Toby Marlow (co-writer of SIX), for the 
cabaret comedy extravaGAYnza that well and truly 
SLEIGHS and Jingles. 
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Full to the brim with energetic enthusiastic dance 
routines and ‘hilarious original musical 
numbers’ (The Stage), Hot Gay Time 
Machine has all the ingredients for the perfect 
festive night out on the town. 

Just like A Christmas Carol – but with fewer ghosts and 
more gays – the dynamic double-act sings, shimmy and 
sashay the audience on a time travelling adventure 
through the history of their favourite topic: 
themselves. Covering all the most important moments 
in a gay man’s life, like coming out to your mum and 
navigating the naked politics of the school locker room, 
this is a Christmas party like no other. It’s been 
described as ‘riotous, but subtly moving’ (The List), 
though how anyone can call anything involving shorts 
this short ‘subtle’ is beyond us. You’ll come away with 
your sides aching and your heart full – and maybe 
Toby’s number if you’re lucky and handsome. 

So come all ye Gaythful. What are you waiting for, gay 
marriage? Well we’ve got that already so come party 
with the gays! , For a Trafalgar theatre experience 
unlike any other. 

Hot Gay Time Machine Features the performances of 
Toby and Zak and is a zany manic journey through their 
lives and experiences of being Gay as well a cabaret 
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fringe style performance that fits perfectly into the 
festive season 

Zak is 23 years old, tall and slim with short black 
cropped hair and a skin fade round the sides and 
back, he is sporting designer trimmed facial hair 
with light make up and eye liner and wearing a 
Pink T shirt with the Hot Gay Time Machine Logo 
embossed in white, over this he wears a white pair 
of dungaree style overalls with a couple of 
H.G.T.M badges on and leopard skin style trainer 
boots   

Toby is approximately 22 years old with a very slim 
figure, a mousey shaved head, and distinctive 
make up, he is wearing a white t-shirt embossed 
with the Hot Gay Time Machine logo in Pink, and 
very tight short cut off pink shorts and leopard skin 
pump style trainers, He is wearing studs in both 
ears 

Early on in the show both performers go off stage for a 
moment and change into metallic silver sparkly 
bomber jackets and a pink bower and then throw 
them to one side as the entertainment kicks off.   

The hot gay time machine experience begins before 
the performance at the entrance to the corridor 
that leads to studio 2, as the performers come out 
while the audience queues up and interact and 
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crack jokes. Inside the corridor the original posters 
in frames of previous Trafalgar studio productions 
have been replaced with Toby and Zack parodies.  

As you enter the 100 seat auditorium, a sparkly pink 
carpet is fitted over the walk through and steps 
down to the stage. The performance space which 
consists of a black floor, has a large electronic 
keyboard to the left with a fluorescent pink 
microphone boom stand and mic adjacent, he has 
a pink towel at the side to wipe off any sweat or 
split drinks. In the centre there is a pink 
upholstered bar style stool with steel shiny metal 
elements and another pink microphone and stand 
in the centre. A silver slash shimmer curtain is on 
the back wall which resembles multiple strips of 
foil like material, across it hangs large pink letters 
H.G.T.M which of course spells out hot gay Time 
machine.  There are two Beyoncé posters, one on 
the right hand side wall and the other on the left 
which open up towards the end of the show to 
reveal the words ‘Be who you want to be with no 
apology ‘There are brightly coloured party lights 
that are used like a disco effect during the 
performance.  

Throughout the 75 minute production there is a lot of 
movement and high energy from both the 
performers including dance, mincing and lots of 
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expression. Both Zak and Toby use facial 
expression to articulate emotions in the piece that 
is used to dramatic effect. 

The premise of Hot Gay Time Machine is that in 2017 
two gay men stumble across the world’s first time 
travelling device that they decide to use to take 
audiences on a journey through the important 
stages of both their lives delivered in a thoughtful 
but often hilarious way with both live music 
performed by Toby on the keyboard and bursts of 
well-known music tracks that are played in from 
the sound operators booth.   

Audience participation plays a big part during the show 
as they create the roles of Zak’s mum and Toby’s 
sister and pick out ladies at the front to join in the 
fun and help tell the story and prompt them what 
to say along the way.  This happens in three stages 
and is refereed to at the time. At the end of the 
show everyone is invited to go on to the stage and 
dance.  

The Cast (as referred to in the programme, please note 
some aspects are very tongue in cheek) 

Zak Ghazi Torbati is co-writer and co performer of Hot 
Gay Time Machine. Zak met co writers Lucy and 
Toby whilst studying at University instantly 
recognising their talent he stuck to them like gays 
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do to Gaga in an attempt to ride off their 
successes – a tactic that has served him very well. 
Zak can be found acting, writing and producing all 
over the place. Zak’s work in theatre includes 
Measure for Measure at the Cambridge Arts 
Theatre, Twelfth night on European tour, comedy 
of errors, Japan Tour, and Henry IV, Rent and 
Sweeny Todd at the AMC Theatre. Whilst at 
Cambridge he was president of the Marlowe 
society and wrote and performed in the annual 
Footlights panto. Zak has also produced shows at 
the Cambridge Art’s theatre, Edinburgh Fringe, The 
Jermyn Street Theatre and most recently tour 
managed the Cambridge Footlights international 
tour show across the UK and US. Zak is so excited 
to perform in Hot Gay Time Machine and would 
like everyone to know that he is currently single 
and welcomes all post show advances. His Twitter 
handle is ZakGT1 and you can find him on 
Instagram @zaktorbati 

Toby Marlow is writer, composer and star of the 
critically acclaimed show – An evening with Toby 
Marlow in concert occasionally abbreviated to Hot 
Gay Time Machine – which he personally feels is 
far less catchy and less instantly appealing. He is so 
incredibly excited to be performing HGTM at 
Trafalgar studios this Christmas before his 
inevitable solo transfer to Wembley in February 
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2019. Previous writing and composing credits 
include Six at the Arts Theatre West End and 
Edinburgh Fringe UK Tour (alongside Lucy Moss 
who also directed) Red/Wolf – Vaults Festival, 
Hamlet – Cockpit and European Tour, Measure for 
Measure – Cambridge arts theatre. Previous 
performance credits include – Romeo and Juliet- 
Japan tour, The Taming of the Shrew – US tour, 
Rent- ADC Theatre, Toby however is most well-
known for his iconic roles in TV and Film as a child 
star 9-14 that include Stephen in Silent Witness, 
James in Agatha Christies Marple and of course 
Young Doug in The Mistress of Spices. He is also 
single but prefers to take a more (Hard to get) and 
less embarrassingly desperate approach than Zak. 

His Twitter/Instagram is @thetobymarlow 

 

Creative credits 

Director and co-writer – Lucy Moss 

Lighting Designer – Alistair Lindsay 

Design consultant – Anna Reid 

Producer – Kenny Wax 

Producer – Paul Taylor Mills 
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Stage Manager – Gina Bianco 

There are Hot Gay Time Machine T-shirts available to 
buy at the bar and Kiosk upstairs and at the end of 
each performance there is a collection for 
Stonewall 

In an extract from the programme  

Toby, Zak and Lucy state  

That nearly two years after devising the show, Were 
here in the West End and it’s all a joke that’s gone 
too far. We’ve still spent almost the entire budget 
on a shimmer curtain but at least there are no 
costume changes for you to endure (though Toby 
has tried) 

In all Seriousness though we are still legitimately dead 
at the thought that anyone would be interested in 
coming to our show, let alone spending their hard 
earned cash on it, so lastly we’d just like to say 
thank you so much for coming and more 
importantly you are so welcome for what we can 
only assume will have been a life changing event 
for you, seriously don’t mention it  

Theatre information  

A Touch tour can be provided on request – subject to 

availability – please ask at the box office or by email: 
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TrafalgarManagement@trafalgarentertainment.co

m 

An audio introduction to each show is available on 

sound cloud searching for – Trafalgar Studios or by 

requesting a Cd using the email address above or 

visiting the box office. A large print version is also 

available 

The Trafalgar studio’s is situated on 14 Whitehall, in 

London, postcode SW1A 2DY not far from Charing 

Cross train station, and Trafalgar square  

There are bag checks at the Theatre on arrival and the 

box office is in close proximity to the entrance.  

Studio 2 is situated downstairs. If you require any 

assistance please ask a member of staff 

 

There is an accessible toilet that can be reached by 

using the lift. 

Guide dogs are permitted in the auditorium with prior 

arrangement and can also be looked after in 

accordance with guide dogs for the blind guidelines, 

To book tickets call the access line on 0800 912 6971 

mailto:TrafalgarManagement@trafalgarentertainment.com
mailto:TrafalgarManagement@trafalgarentertainment.com
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Trafalgar Studios Box Office Opening Hours are 

Mon-Sat, 10:30am to 7:45pm 

 

Trafalgar Entertainment Group  

Trafalgar Studios is owned and operated by Trafalgar 

Entertainment Group, a live entertainment business 

launched in 2017 by Sir Howard Panter and Dame 

Rosemary Squire DBE. For more information on the 

company and its flagship venue Trafalgar Studios, see 

www.trafalgarentertainment.com or follow us on 

Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. 

The manager of the venue is Martin Scorer 
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